Abstmct me transient difiaclion of a plane step pressure prdse by a hard spha is studied tia the m~l series solution in a neo+lassiwl fashion With the adt,errt and availabili~-of more pokvcrful computers and increased sophistication of computational algorithms, it is no!v pssible to (1) accurately mmpute the time histories of a sufflcicrstly large numkr of terms of tie modal serim, and (2) use the CesAro summatmn to mmplctely eradicate the Gibb"s phenomenon ekTccts.~s approach can he utilizd to obtain the difiacted field in the entire spaw-t:mc region. In particular, a mmplcte treatment is ammplished of the di~acted field at the shadotv boun&~and in its nei~borhnod \vhmc heretofore no salisfactom analytical solution cxis(s.
INTRODUCTION
The transient difiaction of pulses by a sphere is a venerable problem which has been extensively studied in acoustics and electromagnetic throughout almost the entire 20th century. Nevertheless, a satisfactory treatment of the field in the neighborhood of the shadow boundary has not yet been developed and is one of the unsolved problems of diffraction theory (Friedlander, 1958 )! The present paper presents an attempt to obtain a solution to this problem using the classical Laplace transform and modal series expansion techniques in a neo-classical sense. By utilizing modem algorithms and exploiting recent advances of computer capacities and floating point mathematics, sufficient terms of the inverse Laplace transform series solution can now be accurately computed.
Together with the application of the Cesaro summation using up to 1,000 terms of the series, uniform convergence around the discontinuous step wave front is now obtained, completely eradicating spurious oscillations due to the Gibbs' phenomenon. Thus, a uniformly convergent solution of the field in the neighborhood of the shadow boundary can now be calculated, DESCWTION OF~E PROBLEM Figure 1 sketches the geometry of the problem. The center of the sphere coincides with the origin O of the spherical coordinate systems (r, 8,~). The uimuthd coordinate $ and is not shown in the figure. The propagation vector of the incident plane wave is parallel to the paper and the incident wave front is perpendicular to the polar axis of the sphere, The radius of the acoustically hard sphere is denoted by a. The surrounding acoustic medium is characterized by its unperturbed sound speed c and mass density p, 
CLASSICAL LAPLACE TWNSFOW

MODAL SE~S SOLUTION
Applying the Laplace transform with respect to time with s as the transform parameter, the classical modal series solution to this well known initial-boundary value problem can be wtitten in terms of series of Legendre functions with the coefficients of the series expressed as functions of modified spherical Bessel functions. Since these spherical Bessel finctions are finite series, these coefficients are rational finctions ofs, and their inverse Laplace transform can be readily found by Heaviside's inversion formula. The complexity of the inverse Laplace transform increases for higher modes. The crux for the inversion of the Laplace transform is the accurate computation of the complex roots of the coefficients, By utilizing modem algorithms and exploiting recent advances of computer capacities and floating point mathematics, the first 75 terms of the inverse Laplace transform series solution are accurately computed. Except for the neighborhoods of the wave fronts, this number of terms is quite sufficient for the convergence of the series solution using a Cesaro summation. To refine the solution at the wave fronts, much higher modes are needed. Utilizing the uniform asymptotic expansion of the modified Bessel finction for large order and large s, the series solution is simplified to facilitate the evaluation oft he inverse Laplace transforms for very high modes. Up to 1,000 modes are calculated here. Since the wave front of this step wave is a discontinuity, Gibbs. phenomenon appears in the time histories of the pressure field if ordina~summation of the series is used, such that the series never converges to the true wave form [t is known that the use of Cetiro type of summation of the series could eradicate the Gibbs' phenomenon effects (Whittaker and Watson, 1958) , It is demonstrated here that a sufficiently large number of terms is required in the CeQro sum of the series to approach the tme sum. The resulting time histories of the total (incident plus scattered) pressure H (pressure normalized with respect to pcz) on the surface of the sphere are plotted in Fig.  (2) . The "microscopic" structures of the computed wave fronts areas follows. H(l,O,T) rises up horn Oat T=O to 1,8966 at T=O.0002, increases at a slower pace to 1.9802 at T=0,0078, then decreases steadily and afier T=O. 1 the 1,000 term result coincides with that of the 75 term sum, H( 1,0. 5z,T) rises up from 0.00265 at T=0.983 to its maximum value of 1,3643 at T= 1,014 (the results of the studies of Wait (1969) and Wait and Conda (1959) inferred that the magnitude of this jump was 1.4 at T= 1,0), then decreases steadily, and afier T= 1,2 coincides with that of the 75 term sum. The curves in Fig. (2) , therefore, have approached very closely the respective true time histories. 
